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Document notice
•

•

This document and any other documents published in association with it, relate to the
launching of XR Infinity Vault Token ($XRIV) to certain qualified persons (purchasers) in
certain jurisdictions and in respect of the intended development and use of the XR Infinity
Vault Token ($XRIV) by founders and affiliates. This document is not endorsed by any
government authority and is subject to change. Please read the “Disclaimers” section for
additional important information about this document.
AUTHORIZED LANGUAGE
This document and related materials are issued in English only. For other languages versions
You can email us at xriv@xriv-token.com we will be happy to help with your request.

Intro
•

The team at XR Infinity Vault set out to innovatively revolutionize concept of XRPLedger
Staking and Holding by embarking on a design and structure that will cover every aspect
that if offers.

•

While drawing cryptocurrencies are increasingly coming into the spotlight, XRPLegder is
effected by a low innovation and security integration. Our team has taken a lot of time all
through the months to come up to solve problems on XRPLedger platform for holding and
staking solution.

•

Every member of the team has worked on many blockchain projects all through the years.
The experience of the team will greatly help in solving the problems that need to be solved
on the XRPLedger platform. Our main goal is to change the perception of holding and
staking rewards on the XRPLedger network.

•

We are building the best solution on XRPLedger based on Staking rewards and Holding
rewards.

Staking and Holding Vaults
•

We are building the XR Infinity Vault as a holding and staking system that is much diffrent
than others because of the innovative concept that we describe as Staking and Holding
vault.

•

After some time, our goal will be to integrate our holding and staking system on other
XRPLedger tokens that will want to cooperate and integrate our system over time, and we
already have several offers.

•

With Staking and Holding rewards, we will be able to provide value to grow the system and
each type of earning rewards will focus on a new aspect of holding and staking on
XRPLedger platform.
As we can see today crypto market is full of no real use case tokens which fails by low
integration and utility level on XRPLedger platform.
XR Infinity Vault will create a new aspects of holding and staking rewards on XRPLedger
platform.

•
•

Holding rewards
•

XR Infinity Vault as a XRPLedger platform with the engine and protocols will ensure
successful earning of token holding rewards.

•

We at XR Infinity Vault are taking a lot of actions to increase the value of our holders and
their tokens in wallets. With a good and smart approach, that will not be a problem.

•

$XRIV tokens will be the main and only cryptocurrency in our system. Each holding wallet
opening will give rise to a project and a token, as earning rewards and holding rewards.

•

Rewards will be calculated on a weekly base and will be sended to token holders. Every
holder earn APY calculated depending on which class or tier he belongs to. The higher the
tier or class the holder belongs, more rewards will be earned.

•

Holders need to hold token for minimum 7 days in their wallet for earn first reward. Our
engine takes scan of all wallets from holders and calculate for how long every wallet hold
coins. APY % calculation is yearly, but every 7 days our engine will reset calculation so
basically holding rewards are earned and sended to holders on weekly base.
2% of the holding rewards goes to the burn wallet.

•

Staking rewards
•

$XRIV will be the token that can be used for staking. In our staking system, participants will
be rewarded with a governance token for their stake. $XRIV will be earned by participants
in our staking system. At different tiers of staking, participants are entitled to earn and be
rewarded.

•

$XRIV token alone will be reward for staking.While the reward pattern can improve and be
modified, each participant should be confident that our reward system is fair and
transparent.

•

Staking will be done by the holder sending coins to the $ XRIV staking pool wallet. After
listing on CEX $XRIV holers will be available to steik in CEX staking pools. Once the coins
arrive at the staking pool wallet our engine will place the holder in the specific class to
which it belongs. At start only a 15 and 30 days lockout period will be available. After some
time more stake pools will come for 60 and more days lock period (community vote).
4% of the staking rewards goes to the burn wallet

•

Staking Process
•

Step 1 - Choose which Stake pool suits you best: 15, 30 or 60 days. The longer the Stake Pool
lock period, the higher the rewards. For example, a 60-day Stake pool will give more rewards
than 4 Stake times of 15 consecutive days. You can check APY calculation for each Stake pool
clicking on the „ Stake pool calculation”.

•

Step 2 - Determine which Tier you belong to according to the amount of tokens you want to
put in the Stake pool. You must send the correct number of tokens to the Stake Pool wallet
according to the Tier you belong to. For example the smallest Tier is 2000 XRIV tokens and if
you want to belong to this Tier you have to send exactly 2000 tokens to the Stake pool. If you
send the wrong amount for example 2050 XRIV, > tokens will be returned to your wallet and
you will have to send them again until you send the correct number of tokens to Tier.

•

Step 3 – After sending the token to the Stake pool you have chosen, you need to wait for the
timer to start the Stake pool to reach zero. When the Stake Pool start timer reaches zero, the
timer will reset and start a new countdown that lasts as long as the lock period of that Stake
Pool. For example if it is a Stake pool of 30 days the Timer will start counting down 30 days
and when it reaches zero the Stake pool is over and the tokens along with the prizes will be
sent back to the wallets of the people who sent the tokens to the stake.

Main Problems from environment
•

Although the XRPLedger platform has undoubtedly progressed, there are many
shortcomings that need to be solved. Most XRPLedger projects have low quality structure
and are subject to instability.

•

Many projects on XRPLedger have the lowest quality with no research conducted or a clear
direction regarding the problems they intended to fail. If we want to get rid of central
banks, we need to create a sustainable solution that combines ease of use, security
innovation and rewards in one package.

The Solution
•

The XR Infinity Vault will solve these problems by introducing new type of holding and
staking rewards, which aims to solve these issues and finally offer a solid solution on
XRPL platform. At XR Infinity Vault, there are several reasons for the optimism that
a decentralized market is the future, and the world is gradually embracing its possibilities.

•

A level that gets introduced will represent an aspect of our ecosystem and cater to a specific
direction. This mechanism ensures that there are no similar projects, and each are geared
towards a specific real life use case in holding and staking.

Liquidity insurance
•

•
•

This project is built from the ground up, the early investors will have the chance to receive
the best APY% rewards. After some time how percentage of coins in Rewards wallets drop
with him will drop APY% for rewards. With the unique concept of staking and holding that
is adopted by the XR Infinity Vault ecosystem liquidity will be built up cumulatively. All
transactions related to rewards and stake pools will be public and transparent.
It is important to note that liquidity for each individual tier will be built step by step and
covered by appropriate background processes that will be monitored using our holding and
staking engine system. Holders will decide where they belong and which system is better for
them, holding or staking.

Marketing
•
•

•

Marketing will take place through social networks, the official website and other sources of
advertising as Discord, Telegram, Twitter , Instagram and Facebook.
As for our official web site and advertising through it, we will ensure its constant functioning
with all public access. It is important to note and inform the public that we will have a lot of
advertising through Youtube and Twitter advertisers. Over time, as the entire $ XRIV
project grows with him will grow advertising budget.
Marketing will be greatly helped by listing on well-known sites such as Coinmarketcap,
Coingecko and many other sites for prelisting. One of our goals will be listing on Top 100
global central exchanges. Our marketing team will carefully analyze each step of
advertising as time goes on and build it step by step.

$XRIV Token
•

The $ XRIV token is the main and only currency in the XR Infinity Vault system. A total of
100,000,000 tokens will be issued. As similar projects have a much larger number of coins,
we expect a big fight among holders to achieve the best possible buying position. $XRIV
tokens will also be available through the holding and staking in our ecosystem.

•

The $XRIV token is a token in which holders receive rewards whether they hold or stake
tokens. APY for staking will be much higher and the calculation will be different from those
for holding.

•

Investors in our ecosystem will recognize the tangible value of our tokens and hold them on
instead of selling. There will be buying pressure on our tokens after airdrops, and this is the
best motivation for our insistence that it is a real token with real value, backed by real
projects situated at each tier of our staking and holding with a lifetime viability.

Token Security
•

We take note of the fails of other projects, which made them lose right way and fail. To
avoid those xases, we will collaborate with leading blockchain and wallet security audit
companies to provide the best platform that was ever built.

•

We commit to transparency from the outset so that all community members and customers
will know what to expect, assured that no one will spring an unwanted surprise at dawn.
Governance of our ecosystem will be by appointment and the community boards will be
voted for as time goes on.

•

We will be transparent with our reserves management and put steps in place to ensure that
token reserves are subject to real wallet restrictions that prevent Rug Pulls.

Token Security
•

We have researched and presented a XRPLedger project that is anchored on real use cases,
integraited by staking and holding that will deliver real value and a lifetime utility for
value growth.

•

Additionally, we are promoting a communitarian approach for our ecosystem such that the
token holders will have a say and decide on the direction of the project. Token holders vote
will decide who represents and community, what polices are adopted, and the changes that
the ecosystem might undergo in its development stages. We will focus on the research and
development to drive our system to its highest possible potential.

Tokenomics

Development and marketing 15%
Holding rewards 32,5%
Staking rewards 32,5%%
Airdrop

20%

Important notice
•

•

•

NO ADVICE
Be careful when interacting with anyone who claims that they represent XR Infinity Vault
($XRIV). Please check and verify all links, website addresses, email addresses and social
media handles carefully.
Feel free to check with us directly anytime at xriv@xriv-token.com if something seems
suspicious. XR Infinity Vault ($XRIV)) will never ask you for your passwords or private/secret
keys!
This white paper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice
or recommendation by XR Infinity Vault, its affiliates, or its respective employees, agents,
advisors,officers, directors, managers, or consultants or purchasing the $XRIV token.

LICENSES & PARTNERSHIPS
LIMITATIONS
•

•

The purpose of this Policy is not intended to limit the lawful use of our Marks. The purpose
of this Policy is to prevent confusion amongst the community (and public at large) as to
what we deem an appropriate use of our Marks and limit any misleading or damaging use
of them. We also want to avoid any confusion about who are our official partners at the
time of publication of this Policy.
Applying for Permission
If you would like to apply for permission to use the Marks based on our guidelines, please
email us directly including your full details and the details of your requested use.

RISK STATEMENTS
•

Purchasing XR Infinity Vault Token ($XRIV) involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss
of a substantial or entire amount of money or other assets involved. Prior to purchasing
$XRIV, potential holders should carefully assess and take into account the risks, including
those listed in any other documentation. A purchaser should not purchase $XRIV Token for
speculative or investment purposes. Purchasers should only purchase $XRIV Token if they
fully understand the nature of the XR Infinity Vault Token ($XRIV) and accept the risks
inherent to the $XRIV token Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or
theft; hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our
system/network in various ways, including malware attacks, denial of service attacks,
consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may result in the loss
of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access or control your
cryptographic tokens. In such an event, there may be no remedy, and holders of
cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation. The
regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently unsettled in many
jurisdictions, varies among jurisdictions, and can be subject to significant uncertainty. It is
possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to
cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology, or blockchain applications may
be implemented which may directly or indirectly affect or restrict cryptographic token
holders’ right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use cryptographic tokens.

